CONVENTION SUCCESS

Not much room this issue, as we are trying to get out a 24 page, ON SALE NEXT AT DC AND THE FOLLOWING PLACES: Those with Harry Hayes, Bill Plathen, Bob Granoff, Tom Fitzgerald in the Kemp, and Ray Newell. Sorry I had to do that to you guys, but I can't get 26 in the 24. My sincere apologies fellow.

Also on sale here are almost 50 articles, such as a DX-O column, French/English Report Form, R-390 PTO Alignment, St. George Bernie, Amateur Music Network Affiliate Letters, Cartoon by H.A. Schermerhorn, and the Continuing Story from Jan Mayer Island, FCC Notes, and denting contests plus, plus, plus, etc. etc.

Confest for the 50th Anniversary Symbol. (See last issue) is coming to a close. You got about 10 days to get your entries in! Do it today!

G6DEX is now "Radio!Hilary" and the new HF address effective Oct. 1st is:
P.O.Box 783, Tanger, AZ 85552. Also from the G6DEX Warehouse to radio freaks who collect antenna flags. They are from the 1200-1700 Gloss A2. They are 22 yrs old and will go for $1 (includes postage and envelope) or $5 for 5 of them.

Make check or NO out to G6DEX and send to the Box 783 address, Mention NOC!!!!

From the Mail Bag via Ken Cattermell. If you hear any AFRTS guys you should write to the local Editor to get your entries in! Do it today!

For Sale: HO-100A, Good Condition, w/ Spk and Operating Manual $370, Write to Richard Kawa, 3240 Abbott Road, Orchard Park, NY 14127

K-17P- Currently on 1480 will be switching to 880 5/1 kW Non-Directional. This is to occur sometime between last week in Sept and the 1st two weeks in Oct. From my letter ...

K6G- Also acquired 1450's to a 5/1 kW unit in Washington, D.C. and a 50/1 CA to KIXI Seattle on 880, KIXI will probably beat us to 880 using 2 kW NO so that they can redesign their existing antenna system. Also there is a strong possibility that for at least one of the days you might catch K6G on both freq. during the day, while making the switch

GFX- Neil Zansk needs a lot of volunteers to write letters to stations to get them in COG TESTS. Come on and join the fun in getting more to hear SINE TO TEST!!!

And please let Neil know if you write to a SINE, so that we don't duplicate letters.

That's it for now... OUT OF SPACE. See you in Volume 50!!

--- THIS FINAL NOTE ---

1933 World Radio TV Handbook

The 1933 WRT will be published in Jan., or Feb., 693 and the 13 for $11.50. Club members are eligible to purchase prior to Oct. 31 at the special price of $12.50; thereafter, $13.00 plus handling. Shipping/handling by UPS or by Book Rate (please specify) is $1.00 worldwide except Canada. Canadians should write to SWB Horizons, c/o Don Manion, W/6AE, for details. 6/3 by First Class Mail, 1week, in $5 per copy. Remittances, by personal check or money order in U.S., on a U.S. bank, payable to CENTURY PRINT SHOP, must be accompanied by a SASE for confirmation of shipment and 1934 pre-pr rates. Details. Please mail prior to 20 Nov. 6932 for the special price of $12.50 plus handling, to: Century Print Shop, Donald Erickson, 6059 Essex St., Riverside, CA 92504-1999, 5th Ave. E. 570-5910 7 days.

Canadians, for details on pre-publication discounts available in Canada, send a SASE to: Don Manion, SWB Horizons, 6819 12th Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6K 3J6.

LOOK INSIDE:
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THE WORLD'S OLDEST AND LARGEST ALL MEDIUM-WAVE DX CLUB

SUPPORT THE COLUMN THIS UPCOMING NEW VOLUME! MAKE OUR GREAT ON ITS 50TH!
### AM Switch

#### Call Letter Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present Call</th>
<th>Seeks Call</th>
<th>New Call</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WXR</td>
<td>Gullman, AL 1410</td>
<td>WXXR 700 New Winston, OR KGRV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WXXR 700 New Winston, OR KGRV</td>
<td>WXXR 760 New San Antonio, TX KSJ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WKKL 970 Wero Orlando, FL 1600</td>
<td>WKKL 790 KULF Houston, TX KKB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAF 860 KIPM Phoenix, AZ KI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Bal 920 KLVP El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td>WAF 990 WDJG Phoenix, AZ KZ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WNN 950 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td>WNN 960 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCH 910 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td>WCH 910 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIS 1300 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td>WIS 1300 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WNTS 1300 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td>WNTS 1300 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WACE 1200 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td>WACE 1200 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAG 1240 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td>WAG 1240 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDX 1280 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td>WDX 1280 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDX 1280 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td>WDX 1280 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDX 1280 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td>WDX 1280 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDX 1280 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td>WDX 1280 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDX 1280 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td>WDX 1280 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDX 1280 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td>WDX 1280 WAF El Paso, TX KKP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Call Letter Grants

**GRANTS FOR NEW FACILITIES:**

- **San Marcos, TX**: KCNL seeks to add 250 watts at night.
- **Kentucky, KY**: KGCW seeks to add 1000 watts at night.
- **Vancouver, WA**: KATC seeks to move night XR, change power to 2500/2500 W U.
- **Boston, MA**: WNYF seeks to move to 1030 with 2500 D.
- **New Jersey, NJ**: WERA seeks to move full-time to 500/500 W U.
- **Pittsburgh, PA**: WLPQ seeks to move to 390 with 1000 D.

**GRANTS TO EXISTING FACILITIES:**

- **Lexington, KY**: WMLK seeks to add 1900 watts to its power.
- **Miami, FL**: WQMI seeks to change to 1200, go full-time with 2500/2500 W U.
- **Lynchburg, VA**: WTRX seeks to move to 3900.
- **Oceanside, CA**: KUDE seeks to move XR.
- **Miami, FL**: WQMI seeks to change frequency to 1200, go full-time with 2500/2500 W U.
- **Middleboro, MA**: WFXY seeks to move to 2000.
- **Freepole, FL**: WPLF seeks to increase tower height.
- **Vanceburg, KY**: WKKS seeks to move XR.

**OTHER:**

- **Carrollton, GA**: A dark facility here granted by FCC.
- **Boone, NC**: Application for new station dismissed by FCC.

Dazzle for this edition. Remember to send me a good clear (not gray) copy of your two or three most unusual verses for possible inclusion in the 60th Book...ESPECIALLY you "old-timers" out there.

---

**Jerry Starr & B. K. F.**

Jerry Starr & Buffalke F. Foran
NRC Pyrotechnicians

**THEY JOINED!!!!**

HUSBAND AND INTRODUCE YOURSELVES:

**Steven H. Reinser**, 7753 Harbord Blvd, MIRAMAR, FL 33023

D. L. STEPHEN 2500 Florida Lane, Greenview, OH 43030

**J. B. C. & L. M.**

**D. R. B. & B. F.**

**D. R. B. & B. F.**

**D. R. B. & B. F.**

**D. R. B. & B. F.**

---

**Jerry Starr & B. K. F.**

Jerry Starr & Buffalke F. Foran
NRC Pyrotechnicians
DOMESTIC DX DIGEST

Here is the official NAD column which is about as exciting as watching the Uncle Floyd show. Whenever you are scanning your favorite news pages, please type or neatly write one side of the paper (the other is an easy task to be left to someone else). And any language that links up close to the edge of the page should be carefully preserved. All spots on the copy at no extra charge! (I just copied the key areas) Here goes:

SPECIAL:

980 WQSB GA AUGUSTA - 19/9 1200 noted w/ID, into news, ex-WQSB (MAP)
790 WQSO ME RUMPFED - Simulating w/WQSB-FM 96.3, slogging “is playing the classics” on the 50’s, 60’s and 70’s.” (TP-PA on vacation)
880 KXWW WA MERICAN FALLS (Ex-WQSB), Seattle, WA - 8/31 1990, ex-WQSB. (TP-PA)
949 WQSB MI DS JORDAN - 8/11 2004 WQSB, “For the Good Life”, still under ownership, ex-WQSB.
1110 WQSB OH HAZELWOOD - 9/4 2145 off the air as of this date. (HO-IM)
1150 WQSB IN BRACKENRIDGE - water in the area in the presence of problems from 8/18 till 8/19 converted WQSB format. (BP-IM)
1170 WQSB WV WHEELING - 9/1 0055 still noted off this Saturday AM. (DS-DE)
1240 WQSB MD LEWISPORT - Format now on WQSB, Satellite feed, network is obscured. (TP-PA)
1300 WQSB TN KNOXVILLE - 9/1 1259 good w/or format, simulcasting w/ WMOT PM 105.5 during drive time, automated else-wise. CBS net.
1350 WQSB TN NASHVILLE - 8/26 ID as “Nashville's Lucky 13”, w/WQSB. (BP-PC)
1310 WQSD NJ CAMDEN - Noted back on air 9/4 1145 w/Sol format, very low power. (BP-PA)
1340 WQSB PA TROY - 8/15 1500 a dial check at the junction of US 220, 14 miles east of Troy showed on WQSB-1290 and WBB-1300. Evidently still not on even the CP has been issued since August.
1350 WQSB PA ALLENTOWN - Switched formats from Top 40 to WMB on 8/24. Also carries the Phillies and also the Eagles. "Man a Top 40 format of action for more than 50 years, back to 2050 PM w/Top 40 format. For visit to station on 9/1, asked in AM. (BP-PA on vacation)
1440 WQSB PA AUGUSTA - Simultaneoys their FM w/Sol 56 and AM 1400 ID's format is now all CW. (TP-PA on vacation)
1340 WQSB TN KNOXVILLE - Has joined the L-K network as of 8/9, music from 9:00 till 10:00 is now pop. (BP-PA)
1410 WQSS PA LEBANON - 19/3 1940 noted at 9:00 as other dates, ex-WAY. (BP-PA)
1460 WQSB WA KIRKLAND - 8/3 on driving trip thru Seattle, noted w/ Sol format and Mutual network news at 9:55, was reported to have been on WQSB. (BP-MA)
1470 WQSB WA KIRKLAND - Operating w/600 watts non-directional hits peaking 8-9:00. Scanner info WQSB-UHF w/antenna system. One tower has been taken down to avoid having it fall into a neighboring shopping mall! Reproduction is excellent, no loss of power, 9:00 till 12:00. tower down as of 9/15 w/no sign of being done. (BP-PA)
1500 WQSB CT MILFORD - Noted w/Red format, gospel music, "The New Life"

MIDWAY - MIDNIGHT:

540 WQSB OH VINDON - 8/22 2140 French drama o/GST. (BP-PA)
690 WQSB TN CHAMBERSBURG - 8/29 2010 WQSB ID on network now. (BP-IN)
670 WQSB AL NEW ORLEANS - 8/31 2005 good w/Top 40 format. (BP-PA)
690 WQSB FL FORT WORTH - 8/21 2103 very good w/Top 40 format. (BP-PA)
580 WQSB MO KANSAS CITY - 8/14 2359 ID then WQSB baseball 1-10PM. (BP-PA)
590 WQSB TN LACROSSE - 8/14 2329 ID then Brewers baseball w/WMOT. (BP-PA)
610 WQSB WI EERIE - 8/14 2352 w/ID rising w/WMOT. (BP-PA)
630 WQSB WOKO NE 1460 ID noted in Top 40 music. (BP-PA) It was a spur of WQSB. (DS)
650 WQSB WI NEW ORLEANS - 8/13 2300 female a're on Top 40, usually just KGO on the Cuban here. (BP-PA)
730 WQSB WV PROVIDENCE - 8/13 2145 on vacation Kickin' show about Paris, "at time heard in WA9M null. (TP-PA)
800 WQSB OH CHAMBERSBURG - 8/29 2010 WQSB music, detailed o/off. (BP-PA)
820 WQSB OH COLUMBUS - 8/22 2045-2052 bluegrass music featuring vocals from the 40's. (BP-IN)
900 WQSB OH DURHAM - 8/22 2015 o/off in the clear. (BP-PA)
950 WQSB WA JACOBSVILLE - 8/23 2494 baseball scores, weather, ID, "All New 95" ID, promo for bumper sticker. (BP-PA)
950 WQSB WA ROCK SPRING - 8/23 2405-2405 sports, "Diamondbacks" WQSB-KY. (BP-PA)
970 WQSB WA HANCOCK - Music noted in Top 40, pattern must be out, trying to hear this for 12 years! Wow has been in very well nightly! My closest unheard (RI-PA) No, your out there, operate at your leisure, it's not heard yet. (BP-PA)
1000 WQSB OH WINSTON - 8/23 2040 on top w/ID o/off by female w/musical theme, ID's as Radio One Thousand. (BP-PA)
1040 WQSB NJ AUSTRALIA - 1/5 1845-1915 farm price reports, Mutual news, weather, some bumpers, "We made the first meter, how many more is the question" (BP-PA), have their power increase come on lately? (BP-PA) Thought they went up to 2500 watts? (DS)
1100 WQSB NY UNID - 8/22 2100-2110 ID then Mystery Theatre, 2nd time noted in 3 days! (RP-PA)
1140 WQSB TN OMAHA - 8/22 2100-2100 ID then Mystery Theatre, 2nd time noted in 3 days! (RP-PA)
1230 WQSB TN CARRINGTON - 8/16 2100-2100 ID then Mystery Theatre, 2nd time noted in 3 days! (RP-PA)
1250 WQSB TN KIRKLAND - 8/22 2110-2110 ID then Mystery Theatre, 2nd time noted in 3 days! (RP-PA)
1300 WQSB TN CARRINGTON - 8/16 2100-2100 ID then Mystery Theatre, 2nd time noted in 3 days! (RP-PA)
1320 WQSB TN KIRKLAND - 8/22 2110-2110 ID then Mystery Theatre, 2nd time noted in 3 days! (RP-PA)
1350 WQSB TN KIRKLAND - 8/22 2110-2110 ID then Mystery Theatre, 2nd time noted in 3 days! (RP-PA)
1400 WQSB TN CARRINGTON - 8/16 2100-2100 ID then Mystery Theatre, 2nd time noted in 3 days! (RP-PA)
1450 WQSB TN KIRKLAND - 8/22 2110-2110 ID then Mystery Theatre, 2nd time noted in 3 days! (RP-PA)
1500 WQSB TN KIRKLAND - 8/22 2110-2110 ID then Mystery Theatre, 2nd time noted in 3 days! (RP-PA)
\[\text{Notes from the Wizard: (Log Update Information)}\]

\[\text{Members of the made-up possible club:}\]

\[\text{International DX Digest} \]

\[\text{Chuck Hutton} \]

\[\text{1035 Latham Rd.} \]

\[\text{Decatur, GA 30033} \]

\[\text{Times are GMT. For ECT subtract 4 hours. Deadlines are usually Monday.}\]

\[\text{ intelligent radio: 120 good signal (WOP-01) 1956 K5, A. (Oregon)}\]

\[\text{Australia SKY assumed source of 200 WOP (better) 1956 K5, A. (Oregon)}\]

\[\text{700 Mhz, extra loud signal on Superadio DCC 1956 K5, native talk. (Oregon)}\]

\[\text{Columbia Central: 1956 K53} 1956 K5, native, best-sounding signal, (Kaskil): 1956 K5, native talk, mentions of Colombia and Vancouver. (Oregon)}\]

\[\text{Victoria: 1956 K52 1956 K5, loud, ID, good signal. (Kaskil)}\]

\[\text{Australia Day DX 95 for waterbed in Mexico 1956 K5, Mexico. (Porter)}\]


\[\text{Catalina Island DX 1956 K53 1956 K5, 1956 K5, 1956 K5, native talk, mentions of Mexico and Vancouver. (Porter)}\]

\[\text{Electro Magic: 1956 K54 1956 K5, 1956 K5, native talk, mentions of Mexico and Vancouver. (Porter)}\]

\[\text{International DX Digest}\]

\[\text{Chuck Hutton} \]

\[\text{1035 Latham Rd.} \]

\[\text{Decatur, GA 30033} \]

\[\text{Notes from the Wizard: (Log Update Information)}\]

\[\text{Members of the made-up possible club:}\]

\[\text{H140, 1956 K5, 1956 K5, 1956 K5, native talk, mentions of Mexico and Vancouver. (Porter)}\]

\[\text{Electric Magic: 1956 K54 1956 K5, 1956 K5, native talk, mentions of Mexico and Vancouver. (Porter)}\]

\[\text{Vanuatu: VQA 1956 7/15, male SS singing DX, Fair-good signal. (Porter)}\]

\[\text{Brazil: Fortaleza 075-1000 1956 K5, 1956 K5, 1956 K5, native talk, mentions of Mexico and Vancouver. (Porter)}\]

\[\text{Villa Xi 1956 K55 7/15, male SS singing DX, Fair-good signal. (Porter)}\]

\[\text{Brazil: Fortaleza 075-1000 1956 K5, 1956 K5, 1956 K5, native talk, mentions of Mexico and Vancouver. (Porter)}\]

\[\text{Vanuatu: VQA 1956 7/15, male SS singing DX, Fair-good signal. (Porter)}\]

\[\text{Brazil: Fortaleza 075-1000 1956 K5, 1956 K5, 1956 K5, native talk, mentions of Mexico and Vancouver. (Porter)}\]

\[\text{Still more to go, but time isn't there. No time. Vacation notes from Still Hardy... thanks all for the contributions!}\]
1197 Australia Adelaide 1200 7/7/65 'Base for the base' and ID 1200 7/7/65.

1200 Columbus 0200 7/7/65 Call H. Super good 0200/1200 between 2 SS ballads 0200/6/23.

1205 Caracas Islands 0130 7/7 1D, w/o off/07UTC, hot from 1200-1600.

1206 Caracas Islands 0130 7/7/65 recorded soft jazz, EL manner, weaker than parallel 1300, (advers) 0200 7/7/65 POP music, poor signal. [unkil]

1209 France 0300 7/7/65 FF Talk, fair signal.

1210 Glasgow 0400 7/7/65 SF Talk, fair signal. [unkil]

1211 Brisbane, Australia 0300 7/7/65 talk, ID heard over other LA's. [unkil]

1213 London 0300 7/7/65 talk,Lbl heard over other LA's. [unkil]

1214 London 0300 7/7/65 talk, LA heard over other LA's. [unkil]

1216 London 0300 7/7/65 talk, LA heard over other LA's. [unkil]

1218 London 0300 7/7/65 talk, LA heard over other LA's. [unkil]

1220 London 0300 7/7/65 talk, LA heard over other LA's. [unkil]

1222 London 0300 7/7/65 talk, LA heard over other LA's. [unkil]

1224 London 0300 7/7/65 talk, LA heard over other LA's. [unkil]

1226 London 0300 7/7/65 talk, LA heard over other LA's. [unkil]

1228 London 0300 7/7/65 talk, LA heard over other LA's. [unkil]

1230 London 0300 7/7/65 talk, LA heard, poor signal. [unkil]

1232 London 0300 7/7/65 talk, LA heard, poor signal. [unkil]

1234 London 0300 7/7/65 talk, LA heard, poor signal. [unkil]

1236 London 0300 7/7/65 talk, LA heard, poor signal. [unkil]

1238 London 0300 7/7/65 talk, LA heard, poor signal. [unkil]

1240 London 0300 7/7/65 talk, LA heard, poor signal. [unkil]
CONVENTION REPORT

Louisville 1982 began Thursday evening, September 2, when several members—notably Chuck Pender and Frank Cooper—arrived by air and found that the convention hotel had no room service as previously announced. After much waiting, shouting, and wrangling of the airport staff, they were able to transport their luggage to their hotel. In the next two days, the hotel staff had no further problems, and the convention proceedings were essentially smooth.

After a day's start, the convention moved more slowly through the next three days. No one could complain about the weather, which was perfectly clear and dry, with warm days and cool nights. Officially the convention opened at 3:00 PM on Friday with the meeting and hospitality rooms located by allowing members to take a tour of the town. Early arrivals were able to enjoy the tour and the convention site. Friday afternoon witnessed the arrival of some of the local members. Of these, the convention proceedings were essentially smooth.

Saturday opened with a large group of members ready to take the tour that was scheduled. After an informative talk by a member, the members were divided into groups of 20-30 people and taken on a tour of the city. During the tour, group sizes were changed to ensure easy conversation. Details about the tour were shared with the members in this issue of the convention proceedings.

Saturday evening featured a guest speaker, Mr. David Turner, who was former engineering director of WJAS. After an informative talk on the current radio business, the members were divided into groups of 20-30 people and taken on a tour of the city. During the tour, group sizes were changed to ensure easy conversation. Details about the tour were shared with the members in this issue of the convention proceedings.

Sunday was left largely as planned, with many members enjoying the tour of the city. The hotel staff was made aware of the difficulties experienced during the last convention, and plans were made to improve the experience for the members.

Sunday morning featured the convention banquet, followed by the business meeting. Mr. Turner proposed an interesting idea to the members, and the meeting was adjourned. The members were then split into groups of 20-30 people and taken on a tour of the city. During the tour, group sizes were changed to ensure easy conversation. Details about the tour were shared with the members in this issue of the convention proceedings.

The convention was a success, and many new members were added to the ranks. We look forward to seeing everyone again next year in Louisville 1983.
MUSINGS

Ernest R. Cooper 5 REMORY STREET PROVIDENCE, MA 02947

The opinions expressed in this column are those of the individual members, and do not necessarily reflect those of the editors, publishers or staff.

GUYS WAITING FOR THE WEATHER

GUY W. OLIVER - 131A City View Rd - Eugene, OR - 97405

Greetings... seem that this Summer's 4-storm level is the worst in the county's history. Our home town of Jacksonville, OR, has been destruc-
ted by the lighting in the Eastern Oregon desert.

July 21, 1982

Wally & Walter: I'm just one out of a crowd of many others who have been hit by this Summer's storms.

Another aspect of the situation is that the storms have disrupted our daily lives. Each summer, I pack the old TAF & Select-a-Tennis into an atmo-
sphere case, and box it out for posterity.

I always wind up in some: I was one of the many who found themselves in the mountains instead of the beach. I went there to escape the heat, but instead got caught in a sudden downpour.

I'm also doing extra chores around town, including some gardening. I'm looking forward to the end of this summer season.

IS-BEERS: I'm just one out of a crowd of many others who have been hit by this Summer's storms.

GUYS BEEN ON A VACATION TRIP

GLEN HAUSER - 4027 B - Knoxville, TN - 37901

20 August 1982

+++++++ The trip was a success. I had planned to stay in the mountains for a few days, but ended up spending more time in the city.

I've been busy with the hotel and the papers, but I did get some time to relax.

These are the highlights:

- The hotel was great - clean, comfortable, and well-stocked.
- The papers were informative, and I enjoyed reading them.
- The city was vibrant and lively, with lots to see and do.
- The mountains were beautiful, with clear blue skies and fresh air.

I'm looking forward to my next trip, and hope to see you again soon.

I'm looking forward to my next trip, and hope to see you again soon.
KIRK IS TAKING A SABBATICAL

MOSES A. A. DURFREN - LUB - 31832
July 20, 1962

Hi, I'm writing this to announce my resignation from the University of California, effective immediately. I have been offered a position as a research associate at Stanford University, and I have accepted it. My last day at the university will be June 30. I will continue to work on my research projects, and I will be available to answer any questions you may have. Thank you for your understanding.

MARCH ALSO HAD A VACATION

MARCH HOBRAK - 7211 Chestnut Street - Cherry Chase, MD - 20815
August 13, 1962

Hi, it's just finishing up two week vacation here at our Fair Haven Cottage. Since my last report which was so short-lived that ETHEL had to go back to work, I've had a chance to get away from the city. I've been spending most of my time at the cottage on Bulkhead Road. It's a beautiful place and I've been enjoying the peace and quiet.

30 KHZ DXER'S FOUND A NEW "TIZZY"

BOB FORBUSH - C.P.O. Box 36-665 - New York, NY - 10116
August 10, 1962

Hi, in the last 30 days I have added one more DX station to my list. It's a 30 KHZ DX station that I've been following for some time. I finally got a chance to work her and she's a good DXer. She's on the air most of the time and she's very helpful.

ON PUBLIC SERVICE FROM A PUBLIC ENEMY

JERRY STOFFEN - WKND Radio - Youngstown, OH - 44580
August 10, 1962

Hi, I've been hearing a lot of talk about the 30 KHZ DX community. I've been working with some of the DXers and I can tell you that they are some of the nicest people you'll ever meet. They're always willing to help others and they're very supportive of the 30 KHZ DX community. I think we should all be proud of being DXers and we should work together to make sure that we keep the hobby alive.
This page contains text discussing various topics such as DXing, QSLing, and personal communications. It mentions DXpeditions, club activities, and personal experiences. The text is a mix of informal and conversational language, typical of a hobbyist or enthusiast's newsletter or logbook.

Some notable sections include:

- A DXpedition to Kentucky
- Personal stories and experiences
- DXing conditions and equipment

The page seems to be a mix of personal notes and updates on DXing activities, likely from a DXer's logbook or newsletter.

---

### DXpeditions

- "Cardinal DXP 1973" to Kentucky

### Personal Notes

- "A Yankee in and Box Country"
- "Joseph welcomes Joseph to NCI"

### DXers' Experiences

- "I'm going to fire off a little note before we start the DXing!"
- "I got a few DXers to help out this weekend!"

---

### Format Change

- "Some more format changes"

---

### DXing Notes

- "DXpedition to Kentucky: 1973"
- "Cardinal DXP 1973" to Kentucky
KONSTANTIN KROHALY - Box 57 - Beacon Falls, CT - 06801-0087

---

Gena J. Martin - 2203 East Evans Avenue - Denver, CO - 80210

---

TONY CURTIS - Route 2 - Bradford, MA - 01830

---

MIKE SAPP - 1902 York Avenue - Woodbridge, VA - 22191

---

Mike Scott - 807 North Boulevard - Alexandria, VA - 22304

---

Walt Nelson - 2400 Madison Avenue - Washington, DC - 20008

---

Dorothy Perdue - 10400 3rd Street - Fort Worth, TX - 76132

---

Bill Townsend - 4500 Connecticut Avenue NW #901 - Washington, DC - 20008

---

J.M. Smith - 1226 East 120th Street - Chicago, IL - 60628
Dick Truarx - 9300 Gleason Lane - Louisville, KY - 40299

Greetings once again from the site of the 1982 SHC Convention. Suffice it to say here that it was a 1982 Convention, but we had a great time. 100 members in attendance had as much fun. (So did the ones under 60, hi - EHC) Details can be found revealed, hopelessly in this issue's Convention Report. 2K x 2 since last June has been making a difference in the number of DX records, ID and mention of Family Radio @ 8:40 am. Then on 9/6 WSDK-1030 TN noted on 7:45 pm with new sources at 7:45 pm. This is a weak daytime regular. Thanks to Dave Wilson for final note. Two trips to the one whose antena yielded several new catches on 9/6 KAVO-610 AID / WILSON 930 A; KEGO-600 CA /W and "Kings of the Century" easy listenin in @ 12:15 pm. Also noted was a much wanted KXW-740 7/25 ID / ID 7:30. Several other stations were noted to check with Patrick J. and RICH LEVIN who kept a detailed written log for the early morning session. I will report other new logins by others who are discovered. Although the beverage will be delivered, the early morning session is open to all. I'm still waiting for the first ID and leave it up until next Spring. On 9/6, I still have an R-348, Heath SB-60 and WHF mon- itor. (I have a new one.) DX is not the same as "The Wild West" as DB-1585 TX & PL are on that channel, as well as loads of Cubans all over the dial. More as it happens. (See 'em Kon 9/13 - EHC)

OVER THE WAVES - BEVERAGE WAVX

David Heitz - 9332 Fairground Road - Fairview, KY - 40291 802-239-8300

If you would like to make this opportunity to talk with Dick Truarx, Ted Fleischer, or anyone else, please give them a call. The 2012 Convention was held in Fairview, KY. It was a great day for everyone who was there. There were several new additions to the Convention, including new antenna sources in the area. It was a very successful day for everyone who attended. The Convention was held in Fairview, KY. It was a great day for everyone who was there. There were several new additions to the Convention, including new antenna sources in the area. It was a very successful day for everyone who attended.

Jack E. Raymer - 9300 Alamo Street - Alamo, CA - 40291 802-239-8300

If you would like to make this opportunity to talk with Dick Truarx, Ted Fleischer, or anyone else, please give them a call. The 2012 Convention was held in Fairview, KY. It was a great day for everyone who was there. There were several new additions to the Convention, including new antenna sources in the area. It was a very successful day for everyone who attended. The Convention was held in Fairview, KY. It was a great day for everyone who was there. There were several new additions to the Convention, including new antenna sources in the area. It was a very successful day for everyone who attended.